TEDDY CRUZ AND FONNA
NYC TRANSFORMED: CITY PLANNING

A three-hour professional leadership intensive with
Organized as part of the Lectures
Department of City Planning.

Calvin T. Brown
President, Land Use, New York City

Discussion among
Practice at a Time of Crisis
NYC Transformed: City Planning
Building Science and Technology Sequence.

Ben-Alon
Followed by a response from Assistant Professor

Virtual
will be posted over the next two weeks.

password-protected
View the full schedule with critics and guests on GSAPP

Mid-Reviews begin this morning! Students and faculty are
invited to join the sessions, including:

Research in Black Culture, Photographs and Prints Division, The New
York Public Library.

History Month include:

Additional information can be found here:

Read more on our

Deeply involved throughout his lifetime.

served as Chair from 1928-1930, and where he remained
projects. While at Columbia, he began teaching in the

traveling internationally to study the design of public
architecture degree in the school
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